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Hybrid Integrated Amplifier
The Trilogy 925 integrated amplifier has strength in depth that will satisfy even the most demanding audiophiles.

It takes the integrated concept a significant step forward to deliver an involving musical performance that is truly memorable.

At the heart of the 925 you will find many of Trilogy's award winning technologies.

The balanced input stage uses the 6H6p super tube to provide pure triode Class A, zero feedback voltage gain of exceptional linearity. The output stage has Trilogy's unique zero feedback MOSFET and bipolar topology in a bridge configuration for 135w of power with impressive control.

The amplifier is fully symmetrical inside and out.

Unlike many other amplifiers claiming to be balanced, the signal positive and signal negative are never tied to ground in the 925. A powerful and fully customisable input management system also interfaces with the outside world and other Trilogy products via TAS link.

The 925 design elements are all brought together seamlessly into an amplifier of superlative quality that serves music with effortless agility.

Our standard finish is a very high quality, soft natural silver.

You can also choose one of Trilogy's standard lustrous paint finishes at extra cost, or take advantage of the Chameleon Colour System, which opens up a whole rainbow of possibilities.
As with all Trilogy designs a short, pure signal path is central to the 925's design philosophy.

The internal architecture in the Trilogy 925 is fully balanced, from the relay input switching and volume control, right through to the valve input stage and bridge power amplifier. The signal is never converted internally to single ended to maintain maximum signal integrity.

Three fully balanced and three single ended rear panel inputs are switched via instrumentation grade ruthenium plated relays within millimetres of the rear panel connectors. A separately selectable auxiliary loop is provided. In addition, a 3.5mm jack on the front panel allows portable sources to be connected quickly and easily. A carefully selected audio grade digitally controlled potentiometer provides volume control and balance in 1.0dB steps.

Each channel has two directly coupled dual triode 6H6 tubes that form the input stage.

This Russian military tube has outstanding performance, achieving both high transconductance and very high linearity for peerless audio performance. They provide all the voltage gain for the amplifier in a single stage. A carefully optimised servo ensures the valves operate perfectly symmetrically. Trilogy's hallmark discreet HT shunt regulators provide the valves with pure regulated DC.

Providing only voltage gain, the valves are free to deliver the sublime performance they are noted for.

As they operate best as voltage devices, the 925 can deliver all the vibrancy and detail that valves can offer, without compromising operating life or reliability.
The 925’s unconventional output stage uses a small FET with the addition of a high current bipolar device.

The fast, agile FET only operates within the critical first watt region. An amplifier will typically spend most of its time in this power band at normal listening levels. The bipolar transistors then seamlessly contribute high current as music conditions demand. This topology helps to preserve the vital micro detail that brings music alive, whilst simultaneously being able to source high currents for instantaneously moving the loudspeaker when needed. The output stages are arranged in a bridge configuration. Each channel has two power amplifiers that simultaneously pull and push power to the loudspeaker. The principal benefit is that large currents are kept out of the system ground, keeping the amplifier stable and composed during large scale musical events. The output devices are configured to operate in a high bias state, giving a generous envelope of Class A operation. The relatively high dissipation, in conjunction with the high thermal inertia of the heatsink, keeps the devices in their optimum operating condition and improves sound quality. Feeding the 925 is a substantial faraday screened power supply transformer with separate windings and rectifiers for either channel. Custom Trilogy reservoir capacitors smooth each channel of the output stage DC and valve HT supplies.

The valve heaters and logic supplies each have their own power transformers to keep internal electrical noise to an absolute minimum.

The amplifier has a sophisticated monitoring system to maintain safe operation at all times.

Temperatures and critical voltages report to a dedicated microcontroller. An intensive R&D project produced specially formulated algorithms to monitor output current against time and frequency with great accuracy. This enables reliable discrimination between DC faults or demanding musical conditions, providing excellent protection but avoiding unwanted shutdowns.
Like all Trilogy designs, the 925 has peerless build quality, driven by Trilogy’s obsessive attention to detail. Premium and custom parts are used throughout.

Solid copper binding posts, PTFE insulated gold plated connectors, precision passive components all carefully selected to enhance sound quality and reliability alike. Conventional extruded heatsinks display strong resonant signatures and have been rejected in favour of custom, machined solid billets of aluminum. Each weighs in excess of 5kg. Their high mass and irregular form provide outstanding mechanical and thermal stability for the output devices.

This brings substantial sonic benefits as semiconductors are surprisingly sensitive to vibration and temperature changes.

The power transformers are mounted on a thick machined plate of K-material.

This high metal, low resin content composite has excellent mechanical properties and superior self damping to metal. It provides additional damping and stiffening of the non magnetic chassis too. K-material is also used for the feet, providing the optimum interface between the 925 and the equipment support.
The perfectly weighted control knob and two machined stainless steel push buttons access the control menu hierarchy. All high level functions such as volume, balance and input select are quickly and intuitively accessible.

Remote control is via infra red handset, the machined from solid PRC is a perfect compliment. The dot matrix LED panel display is designed to be fully legible across a room. Brightness can be configured to track the ambient light level or is manually adjustable.

Each input can be left as factory preset or given a custom label of your choice which is displayed each time the input is selected. A gain trim can also be assigned to each input to equalise volume levels between sources. Balance control is available in 1dB steps.

Default start up volume and balance settings can be saved via the menu system.

Phase inversion can be easily accessed from the remote handset for comparison whilst listening or set as a default within the menu.

A real time clock provides multi event, seven day system switch on, switch off with external communication via our proprietary interface: TAS link. This allows you to fully warm up your system before coming home to listen.

A sleep function provides power down after a selected period of your choice.
Other Trilogy products can be “Named” via TAS link for status monitoring and remote control. Any intelligent features will then be available for use or monitoring via the 925.

A wide range of user programmable defaults are possible, including setting the home page display and PIN protected control menu locking.

The 925 can be PIN protected for your security. If enabled in the menu, disconnection from the mains supply for more than thirty minutes will require a PIN to be entered to continue operation.

Other Trilogy products can be bonded to the 925 via TAS link for system wide security. This function prevents the bonded units from operating if they are not connected to their bonded master 925. Simply select unbond within the menu to break the link for transportation or audition in other systems. TAS link is Trilogy’s proprietary interface bus; designed expressly for the high resolution audio environment. It is a fully bidirectional system, which means any intelligent future products are able to interface seamlessly with existing ones, without the need for software upgrades.

Commonly found RJ45 connectors are used for linking products together. DC and general purpose lines (GPI) allow some functions to be used with remotely controlled equipment from other manufacturers. Status reporting, remote interrogation and control of other Trilogy products as well as user configurable bus settings are all within TAS link’s remarkable reach.

There are two independent bus systems within TAS link: one to carry high speed data for interface and housekeeping and QuietBus which only interfaces with the audio circuits.

Unlike most micro controlled systems, QuietBus is only active when a command is sent and operates at very low data rates. This keeps the audio circuits completely free of high speed digital and control related noise.
The Trilogy 925 is the integration of key Trilogy technologies to define a whole that is definitely more than the sum of its parts.

Each technical element is balanced with respect to the whole, working to deliver state of the art performance for its class.

The 925 opens a picture window into musical landscapes that are spirited, involving and full of rich subtlety.

Contact your local Trilogy specialist to arrange an audition of this remarkable amplifier.
Specifications

Size 445*430*127 (W*D*H)
Size including connectors etc 485*446*138 (W*D*H)
Packaged Size 590*610*250 (W*D*H)
Weight 25.5 Kg
Packaged Weight 30.5 Kg
Inputs (single ended) 3 RCA phono sockets, 1 on 3.5mm stereo jack
Inputs (balanced) 3 XLR 3 pin female
Input Impedance (single ended) Greater than 42K Ohms
Input Impedance (balanced) Greater than 84K Ohms
Input sensitivity 600mV RMS for rated output
Send (Tape) Outputs 1 RCA phono sockets
Rated Power (8 Ohms) 135 Watts per channel
Frequency Response 10Hz-50KHz +/- 0.5dB
Distortion Less than 1% A weighted at rated output
Phase Phase correct (non inverting)
Designed & Manufactured in London, England
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